
SUPPLEMENTAL COURSE INFORMATION - SPRING 2018 
 
LAW 769 AD 
ADVANCED DOMESTIC RELATIONS 
(2 Credit Hours) 
Professor Pate 
Pre-Requisite: To be eligible to take this course a student must have either already taken Law 662 
Domestic Relations, or currently be enrolled in Law 662 Domestic Relations.  This course is limited to 10 
students. 

Students who are interested in taking Advanced Domestic Relations should note that this course has a 
field placement component in addition to regularly scheduled class meetings.  Students will be placed 
with a practicing Domestic Relations attorney where they will participate in various aspects of domestic 
relations cases under the supervision of the attorney and Professor Pate.  In addition, the filled 
placement will involve supervised participation with the Birmingham Volunteer Lawyer Program’s 
“Domestic Relations Help Desk,” which provides assistance to pro bono litigants who need direction.  
Students will be required to work a minimum of sixty (60) hours at their field placement during the 
semester, and should anticipate not less than five (5) hours per week at the placement.   

 
LAW 657 01  
ALABAMA CIVIL LITIGATION PRACTICE & PROCEDURE 
(2 Credit Hours) 
Professor TBD 
This course will present the practical aspects of civil litigation in Alabama, in the chronological order in 
which a practitioner will be exposed to issues in a real-world setting. It will involve the survey and 
analysis of the application of, and interplay between, the Alabama Rules of Civil Procedure, selected 
Alabama and federal statutory provisions, Alabama case law and selected provisions of the Alabama 
Rules of Appellate Procedure. 
 
Law 799 ALP 
ALABAMA LEGISLATION AND LAW OF THE POLITICAL PROCESS 
(2 Credit Hours)  
Professor McCurley 
The course will include the interpretation of the Constitution and Statutes, both general laws and local 
legislation; Court Rules; and Administrative Procedure Rules. Also included will be the study and impact 
of Opinions of the Justices, Attorney General Opinions and their legal effect.  The class will be involved in 
case studies of statutory interpretation drafting, conflicts, constitutionality as well as critiquing and 
interpreting words in legislation.  The class will discover not only what the statue means, how it came to 
be, but also why the law was written. 
 
LAW 798 AML - American Law, Procedure, and Practice: A Course for Third Year Law Students 
(3 Credit Hours)  
Professor Walthall 
This course provides third year law students the opportunity to review selected areas of substantive law 
and civil and criminal procedure that are tested heavily on bar exams.   Members of the class will study 
actual bar review materials on those subjects in the same intensive way in which they will prepare for 
the actual bar exam.  Then they will take practice bar exam exercises on the subjects they have studied.  
The practice exercises will follow the multiple choice question format of the Multistate Bar Exam (MBE) 
and the essay question format of the Multistate Essay Exam (MEE).  (Because of time constraints, 
students in the course will not generally do Model Professional Test (MPT) exercises).   Throughout the 
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semester students will self-assess their performance on these exercises, using analyses of and 
annotations to the exercise which are made available to them (and reporting to me on how they are 
doing). 

There will be a final, graded exam.     

But the weekly self-administered, self-assessed exercises will carry a substantial weight in the final 
grade, with full grades given for good faith submissions on a participatory basis.     

Indeed the skills and knowledge developed in the weekly self-administered, self-assessed participatory 
exercises should equip students to do well on the final graded test.   

More importantly, those exercises, coupled with the review of substantive law preceding the exercises, 
should equip the student to do well on their state’s bar exam.   

This is particularly true of those who take the bar exam in a Uniform Bar Exam (UBE) state, such as 
Alabama, on “general law” as tested on the UBE (rather than state-specific law).   

But even for students who plan to take the bar exam in a non-UBE state (such as Florida or Tennessee, 
which have state-specific essay components but do use the standard MBE multiple choice questions) the 
course allows them to develop their test taking skills.   

Enrollment is restricted to third-year students.   The course is especially urged for students who have 
received lower level grades in law school.   

I would be glad to discuss the course with anyone interested.   

My office is Room 210 (just across from the Great Room) and my email is hpwaltha@samford.edu.   I 
look forward to hearing from you.   

Law 799 CDS 
CONTRACT DRAFTING 
(3 Credit Hours) 
Professor Evans 
This course emphasizes the nexus between law and a transaction and teaches the principles of 

contemporary commercial drafting using different types of transactions as a base.   Student will learn to 

understand the deal, know how to use contract concepts to reflect the parties’ deal accurately, and be 

able to draft and recognize nuances in language that document or that change the deal.  Students may 

also have the opportunity to work on actual client documents as well as meet with the client to 

determine client needs and goals in order to effectively address them in the client contracts.  The skills 

developed in this course will be applicable to any transactional practice and will afford a foundation for 

litigators as well.  Upon finishing the course, students will understand  

• the business purpose of each of the contract concepts; 

• how to translate the business deal into contract concepts; 

• how to draft each of a contract’s parts; 

• how to draft with clarity and without ambiguity; 

• how to add value to a deal; 

mailto:hpwaltha@samford.edu
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• how to work through the drafting process; and 

• how to review and comment on a contract. 

 
LAW 625 01   
GOVERNMENT REGULATION OF BUSINESS 
(3 Credit Hours) (12:00 p.m. – 1:15 p.m. MW) 
Professor Stone            
The Spring, 2018 course will focus on the law relating to the contradictory pulls between regulation and 
deregulation of business and the consequences of those choices. 

The course is offered at an opportune time in economic history. Congress is wrestling with a sweeping 
health care law and additional regulation for the financial services industry which has been left in 
shambles by the recent recession.  The transportation industry is fragile and may be re-regulated. The 
education industry faces mammoth challenges and may be ripe for deregulation through technology.  
Fluctuating oil, natural gas, coal, and electricity prices have led to tensions between energy providers 
and energy regulators.  At times, shortages threaten providers and consumers alike. Accordingly, the 
energy industry and others provide a prime environment for studying the regulated industry laws of (1) 
regulation of entry, (2) operation, and (3) rate setting (pricing) in both federal and state jurisdictions. 

The course materials focus on the planning and advocacy roles of lawyers who appear before regulated 
industry boards and courts to debate numerous entry, operation, and rate setting requests. The 
advocacy tools for analysis and arguments for both inside companies and their outside opponents (new 
competition and consumers?) will be scrutinized in the course. 

Issues from numerous industries will be noted and discussed. Recent passage of legislation such as the 
Telecommunications Deregulation Act has changed the legal and economic landscape for both large and 
small businesses. The law governing utilities, transportation, medicine, education, legal services, and 
other professional services has recently undergone change or is poised for scrutiny. Issues pertaining to 
constitutional questions, regulation of entry into small and large businesses, operation, and the process 
of rate setting in a variety of industries will be analyzed. Recent events pose an opportunity to discuss 
airline safety regulation and energy regulation such as cap and trade proposals.  

Many good job opportunities in this subject area are available for lawyers in law practice, business, and 
as government lawyers. Large and small businesses will be our focus within the context of regulation of 
entry, operation, and rate setting.  Accordingly, the material can be utilized by small to medium law firm 
practitioners and by lawyers in large firms as well as by government attorneys and public interest group 
attorneys.  With the growth and change presently taking place in the economy, the tools of this course 
will contribute substantially to preparing students for careers in law and/or government for the twenty-
first century. 

Although “practical” tools of economics will be raised throughout the course, their simplicity and 
usefulness should prove to be a student vehicle for understanding rather than a source of frustration.  A 
prior exposure to economics is not required, and the course will be conducted as if students have had 
no prior exposure to economics. 

The books for this course are as follows: 

(1) Harrison, et al., Regulation and Deregulation (2004). 
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(2) Gwartney, et al.  Common Sense Economics:   What Everyone Should Know About 
Wealth and Prosperity (2016). 

 
LAW 671 01 
OIL AND GAS LAW 
(2 Credit Hours) 
Professor Marvin Rogers, Assistant Attorney General and General Counsel for the Alabama Oil and 
Gas Board of Alabama  
This class will provide students with the fundamentals of oil, gas and mineral law.  The class will study 
the history of oil and gas and how that history relates to the development of oil, gas, and mineral law.   
Students will be exposed to title examination.  The class will learn the modern principles of oil and gas 
conservation law such as fieldwide unitization for the use of enhanced recovery.  The class will cover the 
environmental issues of hydraulic fracturing and offshore drilling.   Students will find the class to be a 
fascinating application of principles learned in basic law classes.  Students often find the course to be an 
advanced course in property law. 
Job opportunities in this field of law include attorneys practicing real estate law, title lawyers, corporate 
attorneys for oil, gas, coal and mineral extraction companies, trust departments dealing with mineral 
rights,  petroleum landmen, and attorneys practicing administrative law before oil and gas conservation 
agencies throughout the various oil, gas, coal, and mineral states.  
 
 
LAW 640 WBR  
PUBLIC HEALTH LAW 
(3 Credit Hours) 
Professor Nelson 
A three-credit hour online course focusing on topics of significance for lawyers engaged in advising 
governmental agencies in the formation of public health policy. There is no examination on this course. 
The grade is based on participation in online forum discussions (30%) and a paper that will satisfy the 
law school writing requirement (70%). The following topics will be considered: 

(1) The role of administrative agencies in public health regulation. 
(2) The role of the states and the federal governments in regulating to protect and promote 

public health. 
(3) Constitutional and statutory limitations on state and federal public health regulation. 
(4) Federal and state laws relating to quarantine and isolation. 
(5) The role of the states in responding to public health emergencies. 
(6) The role of the states in disease control, i.e., disease surveillance, reporting, and contact 

tracing. 
(7) The role of surveillance and informed consent in public health research. 
(8) The role of the states and the federal government in tobacco regulation 
(9) The role of the states and federal government in health promotion activities. 
(10) The role of the states and federal government in firearms regulation. 
(11) The role of the states, the federal government, and international organizations in 

addressing threats of bioterrorism. 
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LAW 798 ILT  
READING LAW: THE INTERPRETATION OF LEGAL TEXTS 
(2 Credit Hours) 
Judge William Pryor 
A seminar about textualism.  In the first year of law school, all students learn the common (that is, 
judge-made) law of torts, contracts, and property.  Students learn how judges have developed and 
applied rules to resolve private controversies.  But often law schools neglect training students in the skill 
of interpreting legal texts, and students get the wrong impression about the role of judges in a modern 
and text-based legal system.  That problem is especially acute in the United States where we have a 
written Constitution and a regulatory state that promulgates a wide range of statutes about securities, 
employment, taxation, environmental protection, immigration, bankruptcy, and crime and punishment.  
This seminar concerns how judges should interpret legal texts according to two leading proponents of 
textualism, Associate Justice Antonin Scalia who serves on the Supreme Court of the United States and 
Professor Bryan Garner who serves as editor in chief of Black’s Law Dictionary.  We will read and discuss 
their new book, Reading Law: The Interpretation of Legal Texts, and explore both the fundamental 
principles of interpreting texts and established canons of interpretation.  Students will take a final exam. 
 
LAW 771 R   
SELECTED TOPICS IN TORT LAW 
(2 Credit Hours) 
Professor Evans 
This is a seminar designed to explore some of the current issues in tort law.  The class will address 
existing case law and principles, but is primarily concerned with whether, or how, those principles can 
be or are being extended to address changing social norms and advancing technology. Topics may 
include, but are not limited to, the current state of tort reform, fraud, business torts such as 
interference with contract, prospective advantage and injurious falsehood, the intersection of contract 
and tort in “life-support” and fertility cases, third-party duties of care, family immunities theories in non-
traditional families, causation issues in toxic and mass torts, tort liability for fraudulent conception, 
medical monitoring damages and related issues in exposure cases, the appropriate role of “loss of 
chance” theories in tort law, the law of affirmative obligations, social justice and economic theory, and 
assessing risk in tort law. Grades will be determined by a combination of class participation and a paper.   
 
 
LAW 755 01  
SHAKESPEARE AND TRIAL ADVOCACY 
(2 Credit Hours) 
Professor West 
While all the world is a stage, courtrooms in particular fit that famous dictum. Trials are live dramatic 
performances, resolving competing stories. Lawyers are the actors on this stage. Through storytelling, 
they succeed or fail in persuading a finder of fact their client’s position.  The work of our great 
playwright and persistent pro se litigant, William Shakespeare, yields   essential insights for effective 
courtroom presentation.    
 
This seminar course explores the intersection of three related disciplines -- Shakespearean studies, 
dramatic techniques, and trial advocacy.  The premise of the course is that effective trial advocacy draws 
on and can be enhanced by techniques illustrated in Shakespearean courtroom scenes.  Such scenes 
from at least four plays from the Shakespearean canon -- The Winter’s Tale, Henry VIII, Measure for 
Measure, The Merchant of Venice -- will be utilized in evaluating this premise. Each play will provide an 
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example of direct and cross examination, opening and closing arguments, and appellate advocacy.  The 
objective of the course is to provide students with a practical sampling of the dramatic and linguistic 
riches available for use in the courtroom.     
 
The course is not contemplated to overlap with Basic or Advanced Trial Advocacy courses.  It does not 
involve the use of case studies, other than selected courtroom scenes from the Shakespearean canon.  
Previous exposure to Shakespeare is not a prerequisite, nor are acting skills.  The course involves 
extensive use of outside resources, including video and live performance, guest lectures by actors, 
practicing attorneys, and Shakespearean scholars.  This material meshes with traditional lectures and 
analysis of the texts, selected critical essays, and classroom discussion.     
 
Though the course may sound experimental, and is indeed outside the traditional law school curriculum, 
it draws upon the well-recognized legal and literary field of Shakespeare and the Law.  Almost before 
the ink had dried on the plays, lawyers -- from Sir Edward Coke to Justices Souter and Scalia -- began 
analyzing and cribbing from the texts. Exposure to this field should be enjoyable as well as practical. 
 
 

 


